Consider the linear delay difference equations m xn+x -xn =^2aj(x"-kj -*"-/,)> B = 0, 1,2, ...
7=1
and k yn+i-yn = '^2bjyn-j, « = 0,1,2,..., ;=i where the coefficients a¡ and bj are real and kj and l¡ are nonnegative integers. In this note we describe, in terms of the initial conditions, the asymptotic behavior of solutions of these equations in several cases when the characteristic equation has a dominant real root. Some of the results extend to systems of equations.
Theorem 1 below will apply to a linear delay difference system m (1) \n+x-Xn=Y^Mn)(xn-kj--X-n-l]), « = 0,1,2,..., ;'=i where m > 1 and for each j, the coefficient Aj(n) is a square matrix and the delays kj and /, are nonnegative integers. Without loss of generality, assume that kj > lj for each j ; and let k = maxx<j<m kj . Theorems 2, 3, and 4 apply to a special scalar case of (1) and to the linear scalar delay difference equation k (2) yn+i-yn = ¿2bJy"-j' « = 0,1,2,..., ;=i where the è/s are real numbers and k is a positive integer.
An equation like (2) is usually regarded as a difference equation of order k+ 1. This note illustrates the possible advantage of considering (1) and (2) as first-order "delay difference equations" and applying techniques of delay differential equations.
Let || • || denote either the norm on the vector space for Eq. (1) or the associated induced norm on square matrices. 5>,-/,)P,-(«)||</><l /or« = 0,l,2,.... ;=i Then every solution of (I) tends to a finite limit as « -» oo.
If each matrix A¡ is a constant (independent of n) and the solution of (I) with initial conditions (4) x" = <f>" for n = -k,... , 0, has a limit (for whatever reason) for every choice of initial conditions, then
Proof. Let A = max_yt<"<_1 \\<f>n+i -<f>"\\. Then, by induction on q = 1, 2,... , ||x"+1 -x"|| < p9A for n>qk -k.
Thus {x"} is a Cauchy sequence and hence converges. Now let each Aj be a constant matrix. Then the quantity m n-lj-X C" = x" + E Aj z2 Xi Remarks. If initial data is chosen randomly, then Co # 0 with probability 1. So, assuming (3) and constant coefficients, Eq. (5) almost always provides a genuine asymptotic representation of the solution of (1). Note also that with a little more effort the proofs of the theorems in this paper would actually provide estimates of the error.
In the case of constant coefficients and assuming (3), Theorem 1 implies that X = 1 must be a simple root of the characteristic equation for (1),
and that all other roots must satisfy |A| < 1 .
Results will be obtained for Eq. (2) in Theorems 2, 3, and 4 by transforming (2) into a scalar special case of (1),
xn+x-xn = ^2aj(xn-j-xn) for « = 0, 1, ... .
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Lemma. For Eq. (2) assume that the characteristic equation k (6) F(X) = 0 where F(X) = X -1 -E M~; j=i has a real root Xq . Let {yn} be the solution of (2) with initial conditions (7) y" = 4>n for n = -k, ... , 0,
and define x" = X^"yn for n > -k. Then {x"} satisfies Eq. (V) where aj = Mo■/1 for j = 0, ... , k .
If lim"^oo xn exists for every choice of initial values (1), then Xo is a simple root of (6), every other root satisfies \X\ < Xq and
which is equivalent to Eq. (1'). Now assume that lim"_>00x" exists, regardless of the initial conditions. Then, by Theorem 1, X0 is a simple root of (6), which means F'(Xo) = 1 + Y!j=x JbjX~Q~j~x # 0, and the value of limn^oo^ö"^) = lim"_00x" is given by Proof. Define F(X) as in (6) and observe that F(oo) = oo , F(k/(k + 1)) < 0, and for X > k/(k + 1), F'(X) > 0. Hence Eq. (6) has exactly one root Xo > k/(k + 1). Inequality (9) then implies ¿./I w1 < i. ;'=i Introduce x" = Xq "y" and apply Theorem 1 to the resulting Eq. (1') to conclude that lim"_00x" exists for every solution of (1')-The assertion of the theorem follows from the lemma. D Remarks. Theorem 2 is the discrete analogue of an elementary theorem for a delay differential equation [2] . 
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Considering 1 < p < k + 1, these yield Mn+k+x <M"-b^+x(M"-y") and mn+k+x >m" + b¡¡¡+x(y" -m").
Subtract these last two inequalities to find
Mn+k+x -mn+k+x < (1 -b^+x)(M" -m").
It follows that {Mn} and {m"} converge to a common limit, L. Thus y" -> L as « -► oo .
Case (ii). In the general case, Eq. (6') has a unique positive root Xq . Define Proof. This is the special case of Theorem 3 when bo -1. □ Notice that condition (9) in Theorem 2 is irrelevant when each bj > 0. Surprisingly, Theorem 3 for equations with positive coefficients is also useful in the study of Eq. (2) with negative coefficients. Theorem 4. Let bj < 0 for j = I, ... , k, and let {y"} be the solution of (2) with initial conditions (7). Assume that at least one bj < 0, or Eq. (2) becomes trivial. Define q to be the unique positive number such that k (13) F'(q)=l+2Zjbjq-j-l=0,
where F is the characteristic function defined in (6). (iii) Let F(q) > 0. Then Eq. (6) has no positive roots. The fact that {yn} oscillates in this case follows from an idea of Partheniadis [5] generalized to the present case in [3] . D Remark. In the case when all b¡ < 0, condition (9) of Theorem 2 implies that q < k/(k+l) and F(q) < 0 as assumed in Theorem 4(i). However the converse is not true, except in the case of one delay, as the following two examples show. y«+i -yn -_25^«-l ~ T25^"-2
